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ABSTRACT

Full scale dynamometer tests were run on a series of
unshrouded propellers in the range of propeller diameters con-
sidered practical for use on the side propulsion units of the
research submarine ALVIN. Measurements taken included static
thrust, torque, andRPM for various values of hydraulic power
input to the driving motor.

In other tests, propellers having 14 inch diameter and
20 inch pitch (the present ALVIN configuration) were compared
for static thrust as follows: conventional blade shape, un-
shrouded; conventional blade shape in ALVIN flow-accelerating
nozzle unit; square-ended blades in ALVIN nozzle unit.

Recommendations are given concerning the proposed new
ALVIN side propulsion units.
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I INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

The operators of the deep-diving research submarine DSRV ALVIN have

indicated that the side propulsion units, as originally installed on the

vehicle, are not capable of producing the desired amount of thrust,

especially during emergency braking or in other high-prope11er-1oad

situations. To improve this aspect of the vehicle:' S propulsion system,

it is contemplated that new side units will be designed and constructed in

the near future.

The present series of tests was undertaken as the first step in the

new design" in an effort to determine (a) the optimum size of side pro-

peller for the existing ALVIN propulsion plant, and (b) how much advantage

is gained through the use of a f1ow-accalerating duct or nozzle.

It was decided to do full scale tests for several reasons. First,

direct thrust readings could be obtained and scale factor corrections

would not be necessary. Secondly, readily available full-size propellers

could be used; and finally, full scale testing would permit the use of one

of the present ALVIN side propulsion units attached to the test dynamometer.

All tests were done in one of the WHOI concrete salt water tanks. Tank

size is approximately 9 feet X 18 feet X 5 feet deep. A bridge of heavy

timber was built across the width of the tank at about mid-length, and

clamped in place. The test dynamometer was then supported by trunnions

from this bridge (see Figure 2). The basic parts of the test unit are:

the propeller shaft, which runs in a split Teflon-lined bearing; the pro-

peller, mounted on one end of the shaft; and the ORBIT-A hydraulic motor,

shaft-mounted on the other end. The torque arm, fastened to the motor,

i

i
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constrains the housing from rotating and permits measurements of reaction

torque. Load cells consist of tension bars made from strips of sheet steel

to which are fastened electrical resistance strain gages. These load cells

were calibrated in the laboratory prior to the tests, using dead weights.

Hydraulic power was supplied by a Greer hydraulic test stand capable of

supplying pressures up to 3000 p.s.i. and flows up to about 12 G.P.M. The

test motor was connected to the hydraulic pump unit using 1/2 inch I.D.

hydraulic hose. A portable flow meter was located in the return line.

For each propeller selected, three complete tests were made, and the

results were averaged. During each test, the hydraulic flow was varied over

the range 2 G.P.M. to about 7 or 8 G.P.M., depending on the propeller under

test. In general, maximum pressure was held at 1500 p.s.i., the rated

maximum for the ORBIT-A motor, but this value was exceeded in a few cases,

for brief periods of time, in order to insure a sufficient number of test

points.

Rotational speed was obtained in the unshrouded tests by means of a

small magnet fastened to the propeller shaft and a magnetic-reed proximity

switch fixed close to the path of the moving magnet. Revolutions were read

directly from an electronic counter.

In the tests of the actual ALVIN side propeller unit, readings of torque

and RPM were omitted.

Since time did not permit the construction of Kort-type nozzles for the

various propeller diameters tested, the tests of the ALVIN side propulsion

unit provided the necessary comparison of the unshrouded and ducted conditions

for the 14 inch diameter only. This comparison was then used to estimate the

ducted performance of the larger diameter wheels.
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In the ducted tests, two b~sic blade forms were tested. The first was

the typical rounded-blade shape used almost exclusively in non-ducted ap-

plications (referred to as "conventional" elsewhere in this report). This

is the blade pattern originally used with the Kort-type nozzle units of

ALVIN. The second form (referred to elsewhere as "square-ended" or "square-

tipped") had wide blade tips, not actually square, but machined on a lathe

for close conformity with the inside wall of the nozzle. Tip clearance in

the ALVIN 14 inch duct varied from 1/16 inch to 1/8 inch, owing to a slight

out-of-roundness of the ALVIN units.
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II RESULTS

The results obtained in these tests are presented in tabular form.

Table 1. shows the results of the unshrouded tests of eight different

propellers, while Table 2. gives the results of the tests of the 14 X 20

diameter-pitch combination presently in use on ALVIN. These results also

are presented graphically, along with predicted values of thrust for

some other propeller-nozzle combinations, in Figure 6.

Referring to the computation sheets (Appendix C) it can be seen

that the Thrust/Input Horsepower ratio was not constant for a given pro-

peller, but rather had relatively high values at low horsepower, then

decreased, and appeared to level off at higher horsepowers. This meant

that comparisons between propellers would have to be made at some

particular value of input horsepower. The selection of this value was

based on the fact that the performance of the side or "lift" propellers

in the "emergency stop" condition is probably of greatest interest. A

value of 75 amperes of current drain (for each side propulsion unit) was

established as representing this emergency condition. Using average

values of efficiencies of electric motor, variable volume pump, and

hydraulic motor as obtained in tests of these components done by Litton

(Ref. 1), the value 3.2 input horsepower to the hydraulic motor was

determined as the basis for comparison. (See Figure 1.)

It should be noted that the usual expression for propeller efficiency

(Ref. 3) involves the speed of advance of the propelled vehicle, and there-

fore cannot be used in the static thrust situation. In the work described

herein, the ratio of static thrust (pounds) to hydraulic horsepower input
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to the driving motor is used as a measure of propeller efficiency.



Table 1

Performance of Various UnshroQded Prope 11ers

at 3.2 Hydraulic Horsepower

(3 bladed except where noted)

D P Pressure Flow Speed Thrust
inches inches psi GPM RPM lbs

14 20 940 5.83 392 97

16 l6 920 5.97 395 121

18a l4 960 5.72 385 125

19 18 1200 4.57 303 132

19b 18 1120 4.90 330 136

20 14 1000 5.50 368 117

20 20 1320 4.16 269 155

21 25 1480 3.71 216 143

a - 5 blades
b - 2 blades



Table 2

Performance of 14x20 Propeller in Various Mountings
at 3.2 Hydraulic Horsepower

Unshrouded Kort-Type Blade Tip Pressure Flow Thrust Gain in
Nozz Ie Form psi GPM 1bs Thrust

Per Cent

Yes Rounded 940 5.83 97

Yes Rounded* 915 6.00 113 17

Yes Squared 930 5.90 . 127 31

* Original ALVIN Propeller
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III DISCUSSION

High propeller efficiency is usually associated with large screw

diameter and low rotational speed (Ref. 2). It is therefore not surprising

that, in the unshrouded test series, there was definite trend toward higher

thrusts as the wheel diameter was increased. Of the propellers tested, the

20 X 20 wheel showed the highest Thrust/Input Horsepower ratio. Although

the number of wheels tested was fairly small, it seems reasonable to assume

that this size is quite close to being the optimum for the present hydraulic

drive motor . The 21 X 25 wheel showed less efficiency, probably because the

torque required to rotate it caused the hydraulic pressure to go up to and

beyond the rated maximum pressure (1500 p.s.i.) for the ORBIT-A drive motor.

The speed fall-off or slip of the motor using this propeller was markedly

greater than it was for the other wheels (See Figure 5).

An important factor to be considered in the selection of a new pro-

peller for the ALVIN lift units is physical size. The present 14 X 20

. wheel and its duct make up a unit measuring 19 inches, outside diameter.

Each unit extends beyond the nominal ALVIN hull outline approximately

5 inches (about 3 inches beyond sponsons). Assuming that for any larger

wheel the nozzle will increase the O.D. of the unit by a proportional

amount, we get, for a 16 inch whee 1: 22 inches O. D., 7 inches minimum

overhang beyond sponsons; and for a 20 inch wheel: 27 inches O.D. and

12 inches minimum ~verhang.

In addition, these nozzles will have an LID ratio of at least .5 and

possibly more (this is discussed in greater detail below). This means an

axial length L of at least 8 inches for the l6 inch duct and at least
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10 inches for the 20 inch duct. Since these ducts must be rotated in

azimuth, it must be made certain that there will be clearance for this

rotation. A brief inspection of the drawings has indicated that the duct

for the 16 inch wheel would clear if a certain amount of buoyancy material

is removed, but that the duct for the 20 inch wheel would have to be moved

farther out from center, giving more than the 12 inch overhang previously

noted. It is doubtful if a 14-15 inch extension of the side propulsion

units beyond the ALVIN hull could be tolerated. Therefore, maximum diameter

of the screw will be limited by the space available for its installation.

.Concerning the LID ratio (See Appendix B) for a flow accelerating

nozzle, Van Manen and Oosterve1d (Ref. 3) have indicated that a long nozzle

(L/D = 0.7-1.0) is preferable for higher screw loading (CT~ 2), while a

short nozzle (L/D ~ 0.5) is better for light loading (CT ~1.0). Since,

in the case of the ALVIN side propellers, primary concern is for maximum
\

performance during emergency stops and in other situations approaching the

static thrust condition, it is evident that this application is in the' cate-

gory of the towing vessel where ~ according to Van Manen (Ref. 3) CT may

equal 6 or greater. This would indicate the desirability of a nozzle LID

ratio in the range 0.7 to 1.0. The nozzles presently in use on ALVIN have

an LID ratio of 0.5.

Still another aspect of the flow-accelerating nozzle can have an effect

upon efficiency. This is the nozzle section or profile, L e., the shape

of the section produced by passing a plane through the axial centerline of

the duct. A considerable amount of work has been done in the study of

various nozzle profiles, particularly by researchers at the Netherlands

Ship Model Basin. A nozzle profile is generally a foil shape, and most of
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those tested at NSMBwere derived from various NACA profiles. NSMB has

adopted as a standard, their profile No. 19a which is based on NACA

profile No. 25015 (Ref. 3).

The present ALVIN side propeller nozzles have a profile which

departs quite noticeably from a typical foil shape. While these ducts

provide an increase in efficiency, as seen in the results of the present

tests, it is felt that a greater improvement can be obtained by the use

of a nozzle profile of proven performance.
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iv CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMNDATIONS

Based on the results of the present series of tests the following

conclusions may be drawn:

1. At 3.2 hydraulic horsepower input to the ORBIT-A driving motor

(corresponding to a current drain of 75 amp.) the present ALVIN

propeller-nozzle combination provides an increase in thrust of

about 17 percent over the thrust of a similar unshrouded propeller.

The use of a propeller having square-ended blades , i. e., wide blade

ends machined to conform closely to the nozzle I.D., provided an ad-

ditional 14 percent increase in thrust. At lower horsepower values

the percentage of inc~ease is even greater.

2. The unshrouded tests indicate that a 20 inch diameter wheel having

a PID ratio of 1.0 is approximately the optimum size for the present

ORB IT -A driving motor.

3. In tests involving 19 inch diameter, 18 inch pitch wheels, one having

3 blades, the other having 2 blades, the 2 bladed wheel showed

slightly greater thrust at 3.2 horsepower. (About 3 percent increase.)

The following recommendations are made concerning any future changes

to be made in the side propulsion units:

1. A larger diameter propeller should be used, to take fuller advantage

of the low-speed, high-torque characteristics of the ORBIT-A motor.

While the 20 X 20 size appears to be optimum, it may extend too far

beyond the side of the vehicle to be practical. A good compromise

would be a 16 X 20 wheel.
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2. A new nozzle design should be based on some standard foil profile of

known performance. The NSMB No. 19a profile is suggested.

3. A nozzle L/D ratio greater than the present 0.5 should improve per-

formance of the units under the heavy loading conditions encountered.

A value of LID of 0.7 to 1.0 is recommended if space permits.

4. The propeller should have blade ends which are shaped to conform to

the inside wall of the duct. This can be done by purchasing over-

sized wheels and machining them on a lathe to the desired diameter.

Clearance between the blade tip and the nozzle wall should be about

O.OL times the diameter, remembering that if the nozzle structure

is of solid material, and not free-flooding, some radial contraction

will occur at depth.

5. It is felt that additional full scale testing should be done for the

side propulsion units, and perhaps for the stern propeller, as well.

Some attention should be given to the effect of overall blade shape

on efficiency. It may be that in the low-speed, low-power domain of

the deep submergence vehicle, the conventional propeller designs

associated with surface craft should be replaced by less conventional,

more effective wheels designed especially for the application. The

effects of blade cross-section (foil vs ogiva1) also should be

studied. A good beginning point would be to investigate the stern

propeller design proposed by Professor Fejer (Ref. 4).
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Figure 9 ALVIN Side Propulsion Unit Mounted
on Test Apparatus



APPENDIX B - Nomenclature

r
CT = thrust coefficient =

if? VZlTj/l-.4-
D = diameter of propeller or nozz 1e

L = axia 1 length of noiz1e

'.1
T = propeller thrust

V = velocity of advance

f = mass density of medium

, 1
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PROPELLER TEST DATA SHF.RT

Prnppll PT ni ;:mn //f
;Zt1

J' /t l/

n;:t-p t/r ~ /~/ .
Pitch

Blades

Blade Sha pe C'~IV K Ducted Nt?

Test Noo 1 :2 3 4 5 6 7

GPM = Setting

Gallons
Time - see 0

GPM ~ Actual 2., ~/ t.(, 7
Pressure - psig 2~J 117 /I¿ø /Ç~
RPM 1'1 2ff *f f'7
Thrust:

Indicator Rdg

Lbso at gage

Lbso at propo /~? ~l3 /23 /73
Torque:

Indicator Rdg

Force - Lbs 0

Torque = Ft 0 ~Lbs 0

Ratio: Thrust/Torque

Input HoPo=o000583 pV .J7 l1; 7123 (./3
Ratio: Thrust/Inp 0 Ho P 0 'It? 3 /12, 1 ,tr./ .2(2.
Sha ft HoPo=TN/S250

Motor Effo Shaft HoP.
Input Ho Po



PROPELLER TEST DATA SHF.F:T

PY'rnlppl1PT D1 am 0 If
;Z¡J

n;:rp /Y K /j- /7' ¿t,,
Pitch

Blades .J RII

Blade Shape ¿7~AI;( Ducted !Vi?

- - -.. - --.------

Test~ NOe i ') 3 4 5 6 7..

GPM ~ Setting
Gallons
Time ~ sece

GPM - Actual 2 ¥ , 1
Pressure - psig_ tt't? tçg //33 /6/1
RPM

/'IS" .iff 3fr ~;!
Thrust:

Indicator Rdg

Lbse at gage

Lbse at propo f 5f f? /If
Torque:

Indicator Rdg

Force - Lbse

Torque = Ft e - Lb s e

Ratio: Thrust/Torque

Input HePe=oOOO.583 pV ,13 l)Z .l?t /;/(
Ratio: Thrust/lnpe He P 0 Jt., J1:1 1;'1' 21.Z,
Shaft He Po=TN/S250

Motor EfL Shaft He P.
Inout He Po



PROPELLER ?EST nATA SHEET

Prnpeiipr ili am 0 II
/b

Iltp lJt/: ~' /1/6'/,

Pì.tch

Blades 3 /l /1

Blaàe Shape ((J/I!/ Dect,ed IVtJ

Test Noo 1 ") 3 4- 5 6 7/

GPM ~ Setting
Gallons
T irne - seeo

GPM ~ Actual
2, Sf £lZlJ t.f~ /?

Pressure - psig 274 :;fl /1 II,:) ¡ç'ótJ

RPM ¡£If J.91 l2,1 fY¡
ThI"U s t :

Indicator Rdg

Lbso at gage

Lbso at prop 0 llt 7/.2 /'If 2tJl
Torque :;

Indicator Rdg

Force - Ltso
-

Torque = Ft 0 - Lb s 0 t:i /tf 21.R Jl6 .

Ratio: Thrust/Torque

Input HoPo=oOOO.583 pV ,/ld /.ff IfJi 1.-¡flJ

Ra t i 0 : Thrust/lnpo Ho Po 51 1/9 if Y¡J

Shaft ILPo=TN/5250

Motor Effo Shaft Ho P.
Inout Ho Po i



PROPELT.F.R TEST DATA SHF.F.T

Prnpp 11 pr ni ;:m~ II'

Pitch If

Blades' /?/I
Blade Shape t:dAl~

O;:rp tJcr: s: If¿¿,

Ducted NtJ

Test No 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 1

GPM = Setting

Gallons
Time - sec 0

GPM - Actual 1." t/i l7l tftJ
Pressure - psig :i?i 115' 12.1"- /1"5'~

RPM 1ft 11.1 ~/f flrJ
Thrust:

Indicator Rdg

Lbso at gage

Lbso at prop 0 'Ji- fi /IJ i~,
Torque:

Indicator Rdg

Force - Lbs 0

Torque - Ft 0 -Lhs 0 11,f 21 If t¡l5'

Ratio: Thrust/Torque

Input HoPo=o000583 pV .fJ fhl ~7f i 2~'"

Ratio: Thrust/lnp 0 Ho P 0 1'1 9J !~ 21'

Shaft Ho Po=TN/5250

Motor Effò Shaft HoP. i

Inout Ho Po ;



PROPELLRR TRST DATA SHERT

Prnppll Ar ni ;:m~ If
/4
3' R,J

n;:rA ¡1gK ~ /f¿1f/
Pitch

Blades

Blade Shape ''IV Il Ducted AlP

Test Noo 1 2 3 4 5 6 7J

GPM = Setting

Gallons
Time - see 0

,

GPM - Actual % 3 /l 6
Pressure - psig 32, tld /1J17 /75J
RPM If¿ tIJl ZIt J5í
Thrust:

Indicator Rdg

Lbso at gage

Lbso at prop. -21 ,'I iiz. /9.1
Torque:

Indicator Rdg

Force - Lbso

Torque - Fto-Lbso t.2 /2../ ;tl' 1f:~
Ratio: Thrust/Torque

Input HoPo=o000583 pV .J! /.1' 2.11 I./~
Ratio: Thrust/lnpo Ho P. 1/ Ii ;'/ 12
Shaft HoPo=TN/S250

Motor Eff. Shaft HoP.
Inout Ho P 0 I



PROPELLER TEST nATA SHEET

P1"nppl 1 PT nL:lm~ If
ii

n;:t:p AMl/ ~ /f' b6
,

Pitch

Blades ¿.

Blade Shape ~dAlJ( Ducted IV"

Test Noo 1 i 3 4 5 6 7J

GPM = Setting
i

Gallons
Time - sec.

GPM - Actual 2 'I b
Pressure - psig 2ft f'fi 1'111
RPM 1f't1 ;11 J/i
Thrust:

Indicator Rdg

Lbso at gage

Lbso at prop. ~6 /t?3 /72
Torque:

Indicator Rdg

Force - Lbs 0

Torque -Fto-Lbs. 'ii 21 J13
Ratio: Thrust/Torque

Input H~Po=.000583 pV .JI I.ff 5:r
Ratio: Thrust/lnp. Ho Po 11.5' f"i !!. f'
Shaft HoPo=TN/5250

Motor EfL Shaft Ho P.
Input Ho P 0 I



PROPELLER TEST nATA SHF.F.T

PrnpAl1 AT ni ;:m 2tJ
1'1

3 K/I

n;:rp /V ~ If' /1¿'¿,
Pitch

Blades

Blade Shape C~AV~ Ducted IVt'

Test No 0 1 i 3 4 5 6 '7

GPM = Setting

Gallons
Time ~ sec 0

GPM - Actual ¿ .J ~ b
Pressure ~ psig .1/7 J;I ¿rr /111
RPM 1'1 215 21''1 Jff
Thrust:

Indicator Rdg

Lbso at gage

Lbso at prop 0 t~ 9'2 11 15"
Torque:

Indicator Rdg

Force - Lbs 0

Torque - Fto~Lbso

Ratio: Thrust/Torque

Input Ho P 0= 0 000583 pV .If' .63 I.f'f /l/
Ratio: Thrust/lnpo Ho Po flJ 61 /lt 3f
Sha ft HoPo=TN/5250

Motor Eff" Shaft Ho P .
Inout Ho Po



PROPELLER TRST DATA SHEET

'PrnpAll pr ni rim~ %~

Pitch 2"
Blades.J /III
Blade Shape ~PIV~

DrirA /Vi"( / Ifl'6.,

Ducted /lt'

Test No 0 1 :2 3 4 5 6 1

GPM - Setting

Gallons
Time - see 0

GPM - Actual t 3 'I ~¿ 5' 6
Pressure - psig -fii 75~ /2,1 /~I /1/7 2/5d
RPM II/l) I!d .251 ~1¿ .7f¿ g2t'
Thrust:

Indicator Rdg

Lbso at gage

Lbso at prop. 7'4" 15 Iff /7f i!.i 2""6
Torque::

Indicator Rdg

Force - Lbs 0

Torque = Ft 0 -Lbs 0 /1.1" 2~2 J2./ 11. 3 'II.Z 6~ 5".

Ratio: Thrust/Torque

Input HoPo=o000583 pV .Jf7 lJ/ J .9¿ f.tJz. f 151.

Ratio: Thrust/lnp.Hopo ff ¿'~ ff ~, 3f 53
Shaft Ho Po=TN/5250

Motor Eff Shaft Ho P.o Inout HoPo



PROPELLER TEST nATA SHF.F.T

Prörp 11 pr ni rlmo
2/ n;:t'p IVtJl: ;2 /f~~

,1-'

Pitch '1/-.- .," J
",'" rx

Blades 3' Æn'

Blade ShapeCClIV¡'1
A/t)

Duct,ed /V..

Test. Noo 1 2 3 4 5 (( 7J

GPM = Setting
Gallons
Time - seco

GPM = Actual i. 3 /l

Pressure = psig L"f:t /dil /6/7.) "

RPM ,/2f IIi .iil
Tnrust ~

Indicator Rdg

Lbso at gage

Lbso at propo i¡1 17 /Il
Torque:

Indicator Rdg

Force = Lbso

Torque = Ft 0 =Lbs 0 /1"" 27:/ r1.J. ;.

Ratio: Thrust/Torque

In pu t HoPo=oOOO583 pV t"K Ii' iff. " '" i. "

'Ratio: Thrust/lnpo Ho Po 7.2 5f 'iZ
Shaft Ho Po=TN/S250

Motor Effo Shaft Ho P.
Inout HoPo i



PROPF,LLER TEST nATA SHEET

'Prnpp 11 pr Di ñmn If'

2tJ
l)~ t- p .PEe: 2;2.. 1116

,

Pitch

Blades .J L//

Blade Sna pe ~~AI;( Ducted ~5

Test. Noo 1 :2 3 4 5 :5 7

GPM = Setting

Gallons
Time - see 0

GPM = Actual t' .: ?I ~ 7 RS-
Pressure = psig IIl) :lZtJ 5J3 If.! I/G,f 1/,1
RPM

Thrust:

Indicator Rdg

Lbso at gage

Lbso at propo 16 21 5l /tJ.r /6~ 271'
Torque.;

Indicator Rdg

Force = Lbs 0

Torque = Fto=LOso

Ratio: Thrust/Torque

Input HoPo=o000583 pV .if .16 I.Z, 2.9f ~¿7 t?Z
Ratio: Thrust/lnpo Ho Po f? j~ 'II. f' Jl J5' JP
Sha ft Ho P o=TN/S250

MOltor Effo Shaft HoP~
Innut Ho Po



PROPELLER TEST nA~A SHEF.T

'Prt"pE"tlpr D1 am n If'
2tJ

Or:t'P .zc-~ -l 7 /j? t'b
,/,

Pitch

Blades 3 ,eii

Blade Shape S-ø. FliP Ducted YES

Test. No a i 2 3 4 5 :5 7

GPM = Setting
Gallons
Time - seco

GPM = Actual 2- 3' -y 6' ;7 £5
Pressure = psig /7f 125 j¡Z ffj" /.zb2 /F/tJ
RPM

Thrust ~

Indicator Rdg

Lbso at gage

Lbso at propo /1:5" .!f' b$' /ß¡J /ft' .37.:
Torque:;

Indicator Rdg

Force = Lbso

Torque = Ft a =Lbs a ,

Ratio: Thrust/Torque

Input Ho P 0= a 000583 pV .ft' .;,1 /.3/ ~Jt? £/J 1ft
Ratio: Thrust/lnpo Ho Po ft.¡- ,f f~t J1.~ !f' 31
Shaft HoPo=TN/S250

Motor Effo Shaft HoP.
InDut Ho Po i


